Introduction
There exists a plethora of computational systems available to the biological scientist. Most of these are large powerful *New address: Synomics Ltd, 1 Cambridge Business Park, Cambridge CB4 0WZ, UK. monolithic systems, which provide a wide breadth of functionality (WhatIf, Quanta, GeneQuiz). It is common for the functionality within one system to be repeated in another. Such large monolithic systems are common in many areas of computing, especially those that are application driven. A number of problems associated with such systems have been identified, these are mainly due to the problems associated with the difficulty of software reuse (Fischer and Lemke, 1988) . Developers were continually reinventing the same functionality for different applications, and the redesign and modification of software was a painstaking task. To aid software reuse, and so speed up software development and aid in program redesign, systems can be developed from a number of components and not as one large individual system (Vlissides and Linton, 1990) .
It has already been identified that such a paradigm shift is needed for computational biology (Goodman et al., 1995; Searls, 1995) . There are a growing number of component designs being specified, these generally focus on the standardization of graphical widgets (e.g. bioWidget). Recently, a component standard for JAVA was suggested, as outlined in the JAVA Bean specification. The intelligent visual design system, which is being discussed here, has been developed to work with beans and to present their salient features to the user visually. The system hides much of the complexity of working with components and requires no dedicated programming skills. The system also provides health-checking procedures on beans and allows users to link them together to generate complete applications.
This system offers a new and rich mechanism for users to redesign and reuse software. As the system has been built specifically for the biological community, it allows for more powerful application building then other available visual building environments ('bean box', 'visual café'). It has also been designed for ease of use. The system allows for intelligent docking of components coupled with a carefully developed visual semantics (which extends the desktop notation to include 'docking' and 'wiring' operations) . It also supports the complete cycle of application developed: from designing how data should be passed between beans, through to visual application design, and finally application generation.
In the next section, the background to the ideas behind software component design are given along with a brief overview of JAVA Beans. Subsequent sections discuss the design of the workbench design system, give examples of usage, outline further work that is presently being undertaken, and then discuss the salient points of the work.
Background
In the late 1970s, the need for intelligent environments which would support design methodologies was identified (Winograd, 1979) . These methodologies would not be for the generation of new independent programs, but rather the integration, modification and expansion of existing ones. Fischer and Lemke (1988) identified problems with application-oriented applications, and devised four classifications for software design (Figure 1 ). It is common for largescale systems to be built in a monolithic manner, where the new system is built directly on top of a general-purpose programming language (PERL, C++, JAVA). While there is structure within the program, this does not correspond to established abstractions of the application domain. Alternatively, problem-oriented building blocks can be provided by the system. Such established building blocks (or components) are used within construction kits and other design environments. For example, building blocks could correspond to database retrieval components, sequence display components and sequence translation components; these could then be used to construct a number of biological applications. The existence of these components enables users to modify the system (redesign) or to build a new system (reuse).
Visual design systems can be used to aid users in redesigning systems and reusing components to develop novel applications. The main disadvantage of visual programming is scalability; as programs grow in size, any advantage gained by visual programming is lost (Nicholas et al., 1996) . By taking the visual programming paradigm up to the component level (rather than the typical class/method level), such scalability problems are less likely to arise as the number of visual objects is dramatically reduced. Techniques also exist to enable easier comprehension of large visual programming representations [e.g. MVO (Koike et al., 1995) , Hyperflow (Seagupta, 1995) ]; these suggest the use of different layout policies to remove clutter in the visual representations. There is also a high level of complexity when combining these components (e.g. how well does the user have to understand the existing components to use them, how the components are to be combined, how the different combinations can be used to produce the new application). Some intelligence can be introduced into the design system to hide as much of the Fischer and Lemke (1988) . The redesign and reuse of a monolithic system is a difficult task. Application-oriented building blocks provide a more convenient mechanism for software development. There are, however, a number of inherent problems with the development of such components (including the development of standard design and communication between different components).
complexity of the component combination process as possible, enabling the user to focus on the desired functionality of the novel application and not the processes through which it will be produced.
A number of problems prevent programmers from making maximum usage of reusable components (including problems with common standards for objects, inability to access meta-data for the component, inability to adapt components, and lack of repositories for tools and building blocks). The Java Bean standard provides common design patterns that will aid developers to overcome some of these common problems. The JAVA Bean standard enables programmers to discover:
How beans communicate (Event Model): JAVA 1.1 provides a 'listener/adapter' based event model, so that a bean can be told which other beans to inform when an event occurs. Event descriptors are provided to enable the programmer to discover which events can be listened for.
How beans are defined (Properties): properties (like events) can be defined with a 'beaninfo' file. A named property must obey strict design patterns (typically a setFoo/getFoo pair)-a property can also be bound (so it will inform all 'property change listeners' that it has changed) or constrained (it will ask all listeners if the constrained property can be changed to the new value). A number of other feature descriptors are available in the bean standard.
How beans are persistent (Persistence): the state of an object can be saved by using the serializable functionality. The 'state' is read out to a serialization (.ser) file and read back in using either the serializable or externalizable class.
How to customize beans (Customization): the bean developer can provide a customizer class, this is a graphical interface which allows certain attributes of the bean to be changed. If the type of the attribute is non-standard (standard types include string, integer, colour), the programmer must provide a special piece of customizer code for that type.
How a bean can be examined (Introspection): this provides the programmer with a standard mechanism for discovering information about the beans' properties, events and methods.
How beans are stored (JARS): all the files associated with a bean can be compressed (zipped) into one archive file. This JAVA Archive (JAR) file contains all the class files, serialized objects, image icons, help files and resource files. A manifest file also exists which gives information about the contents of the file.
If a programmers wishes to use beans, then they can make use of all of these features directly via the JAVA language. However, for the non-programmer, the intrinsic complexities of working with beans can be avoided by using visual programming.
The visual design environment
The main requirement of any design system should be to allow users to design and develop applications easily, so that they can concentrate on the task that they wish the application to perform rather than on how to build the application itself. It is possible to ease the cognitive load of the building process by using rules to introduce intelligence into the design system. Visual cues can also be adopted to shift the 'cognitive load' to the perceptive system. This design system has been built specifically to meet the needs of the biological community and allow the user to integrate JAVA Beans graphically to form novel applications. The system consists of three different processes:
The data flow manager for designing how the beans should be linked together.
The application designer for the visual design of the graphical output of the application.
The application generator for the automatic construction of the free-standing program.
To build an application, the user firstly designs how the beans should be connected (with the data flow manager), and then uses the application designer to organize the different beans into windows. This information is then used to generate the application via the application generator.
The data flow manager
When the biologist wishes to use a bean, the system first opens the associated JAR (JAVA archive) file and then exams the contents. As JAR files contains a Manifest file describing the contents and purpose of each of the extracted files, this file is initially read into the system.
Each bean within the JAR file is examined independently. This examination takes the form of a bean parsing and health check operation. The bean is parsed to gather feature information about properties and events (by either using a bean info class or by examining the bean directly), and the presence of associated data (image, customers) is also noted. This parsed information is then used to perform a bean health check. The health check examines each of the bean features to ensure that they can be used within the visual programming environment (that they obey the setFoo/getFoo design pattern and that they are not 'hidden' properties only meant to be used by an expert).
An instance of each bean class is then loaded into the JVM (Java Virtual Machine), and is then instantiated with a serialization file.
The bean instance is then encapsulated within a visual wrapper class. This wrapper controls all communication to and from the bean. The wrapper class also provides the basic functionality of a window manager (iconization, maximizing, minimizing, dragging and resizing). The basic window manager functionality has been augmented to provide for the visual manipulation of the beans (customizing, property examining and bean linking).
The wrapper class provides mechanisms for customizing the bean by using the bean's in-built customizer class. If selected, an instance of the customizer class is loaded and displayed inside a dialogue box. The user can then customize the bean using the available options (see Figure 2) . The state of the bean can then be saved by using the serializable functionality.
The visual environment also aids in the process of linking the different beans together. When beans are linked together, information must flow between them. This information is typically either event information (button selected, mouse dragged) or property information (colour changed, sequence loaded). When a property in one bean is changed, a linked bean will be informed so that it can behave in an appropriate manner.
To handle the communication between the different components, a source-transformer-sink model is used (similar to that used in standard data flow environments). So that data are pushed from a source to a transformer, the transformer alters the data and pushes them onto the sink. To link two beans together, the user must select the source feature of one bean and the sink feature of a second bean.
All the properties of a bean are shown in the visual environment, a default property is highlighted. The properties can also be examined (and the default property changed) by selecting the property dialogue box via from the wrapper class (see Figure 2 ). Different levels of property can be shown depending on the needs of the user-typically, the 'non-expert' mode is used.
When a user wishes to link two beans together, the system examines the possibility of the data generated by the default property of the source bean flowing into the default property of the sink bean. So, for example, if a bean has a default property 'Background Colour' and the second bean has a default property 'Foreground Colour', these beans can be linked directly, so that when the bean changes colour the foreground of the second bean also changes to match it. The complication with such linking arises when the default properties of the source and sink beans are of different types. To overcome such type mismatches, a system of transformers is used.
When a component is loaded into the system, all associated transformers are also loaded. A matrix of all the transformations is kept, so that it is possible to chain the different transformers together (e.g. a to c transformation can be achieved by transforming a to b and then b to c). Where two or more transformation paths exist between two components, the system uses a length and scoring system to decide which path to use. If the user can dock two components together, the system decides which transformer (or list of transformers) to use for the data to flow between the default properties of the two components. The wrapper class is then able to invoke the correct source bean's addPropertyListener method, adding the required transformer as a listener. When the transformer receives information from the bean, it can check to see whether the property that has changed is the one it is listening for, and then it transforms the data to the correct type (or passes the information down a transformer cascade). Once the information has been transformed, the sink bean's 'setter' method is invoked so that the transformed data are passed to the bean. Any number of links between two beans can exist. Fig. 3 . Each component is shown as a separate window inside the design system. To specify that information is required to flow between two windows, the biologist moves the windows next to each other; if the windows can be docked together, a visual cue is given. A database jar file has been opened which contains three components, these provide information about user passwords, SQL queries and database locations. When the database components have been connected together, an SQL query can be entered and the information passed to the main database bean which will generate the results. The database components can then be linked to the nucleotide display component. Sequence Display Components can be linked together so that the nucleotide sequences are automatically translated into the corresponding amino acid sequence. Once designed, the new application can run as an independent program completely separate from the design environment. The user can also modify existing applications to add new components and so increase the functionality of the applications (redesigning the application).
Information about the different links can be shown visually within the system or by selecting a dialogue from the wrapper class (see Figure 3) . The user can select which colour the links should be displayed in, as well as removing links between components.
As the system uses active beans, the user can run and test their application within the visual environment.
Application designer
The application designer uses the information from the data flow manager. Serializable or externalizable information is also saved, so that the 'state' of each bean can recovered. This file is used by the application designer so that the user can decide how the bean components should be displayed within the final application. Each bean is automatically made invisible (so that it will not be displayed in the final application). The user can create any number of new 'windows' into which the beans can be placed, thus making them visible. The user then completes the application design by resizing and positioning the beans to suit their needs (see Figure 4) . This information is then saved to a text file.
Application generator
If the user wishes to run the application without the external design environment, then the application generator can be used to translate the text description file dynamically into a runnable application. This description contains data about the components, their connectivity, and their layout information. The classloader functionality within JAVA is used to load in the correct class files dynamically, these are then 'connected'. New windows are then created and the beans are added in the correct orientation to them (see Figure 5) . Fig. 4 . The application designer is a simple GUI design tool which allows the user to specify the visual layout of the beans. In this example, two of the beans (the nucleotide display bean and the protein display bean) are placed in separate windows, while three of the beans (the data beans) are left invisible.
Results
While the system is still under development, it is possible to illustrate its functionality by using it to construct a number of test applications graphically. Two test applications will be discussed; one of the applications is for molecular biology and the other is a clinical biomedical application. The two applications are:
A nucleotide/protein sequence displayer. This retrieves sequences from a remote database and displays them in a genomic sequence viewer, these sequences are then translated into the corresponding protein sequence.
A tumour cell growth predictor. This is a more realistic application that can be used to predict tumour responses to different treatment schedules. More details about this application can be found in Boyle et al. (1997) .
Sequence display tool
A system can be built which pulls in a number of genome sequences from a remote database for displaying and manipulation, and then translates them into the corresponding protein sequence.
The first stage would be to connect a database bean to a nucleotide sequence displayer using the data flow manager. To connect to a database, three components are needed (a component providing the location/user passwords of the database, the actual database connection/retrieval bean, and a bean for the entering of an SQL statement). The retrieval bean can be connected to the nucleotide displayer, so that when an SQL statement is entered the retrieval bean will perform the necessary database query and pass the resulting genomic information to a nucleotide displayer.
The user connects the database bean to a nucleotide component, so that information from the database is fed directly into the nucleotide component. When the nucleotide component is opened, a number of transformers are automatically loaded into the system.
The user can then select a protein component. Associated with this component are a number of transformers (including a nucleotideData to proteinData transformer). When the user moves the protein component towards the nucleotide component, the system examines its table of transformers and decides if (and how) the two components can be docked. If docking is possible, a visual cue is given to the user (by shading the sides of the components that can be docked). If the Fig. 5 . The application generator uses the meta description from the application designer and builds the application. This allows for t he application to be run separately from the main development tools. In this example, the application reads in sequence information from a database and displays the data in the nucleotide displayer. The genome information is automatically translated and displayed in the protein sequence display window.
windows are docked, then arrows are used to show the direction of the docking graphically (see Figure 3) . When docking occurs, information from the source component is automatically transformed and sent to the sink component (such a transformation also occurs whenever information within the source component is updated). Once docked nucleotideData are translated into proteinData using the special adaptor, this information is then displayed in the protein component.
The user can then use the application designer (Figure 4 ) to complete the design of the system, and then run the application via the application generator ( Figure 5 ).
Cell growth tool
This application can be used to predict how different treatments are affected by different drug treatment schedules. This illustrates the versatility of the system. This example uses three different components: a treatment schedule component, a text component and a table display component. The biologist can connect these components together, so that information flows out of the regimen editor to the text view and then to the tabular view (see Figure 6 ). Once the biologist has constructed a drug treatment, they select the predict button. The select button triggers the source-transformer-sink cascade, so that information flows out of the treatment component, and is translated into a textual form; this is then displayed in the text component. When new information arrives in the text component, this triggers a second data flow cascade, so that the information is passed to a special transformer which contains the mathematical model which predicts tumour growth. There are two mechanisms which can be used to access the mathematical model: either a local model can be used or the transformer can access the mathematical model from a URL defined CGI script on a remote machine. The results from the mathematical model transformation are passed to the tabular view. Once the system has been designed, the tumour cell growth prediction application can be generated.
This treatment prediction tool is being developed in collaboration with Professor Cassidy and other academic oncologists at Aberdeen University Hospital. The tool is able to give comparable results to those observed in clinical trials ).
Discussion
The system described aids in the component design of software by providing a visual design framework through which new applications can be built. Any JAVA Bean can be read into and used by the system. Unnecessary complexities have been removed by providing intelligent docking of components and visual feedback. With such mechanisms, the complexities of building new applications will be reduced.
As this environment is application driven, it has been built for 'real' systems, i.e. the design of the system has been guided by the needs of the biological community. Thus, the system offers a more complex application development then that available in any other available visual bean manipulation tools. Also the 'bean standard' does not fully provide the wide range of functionality needed to build the biological applications that are required by the user community. To meet these extended requirements, the system provides:
More complex visual semantics. The current generation of visual design systems for beans use a range of primitive docking procedures. The system that has been discussed in this paper extends the standard 'desktop' operations to allow for docking of components. A number of other extensions (tiling, overlapping) are also being developed to allow for even more complex operations (e.g. linking views).
Automatic adapters are used so that information of different types can flow between beans. As most beans that will be used with the system are 'off the shelf', the user will be unable to modify them to suit their needs. In the biological environment, the types and formats of data come in many varieties; the automatic adapter mechanism overcomes this problem by supporting the translation and conversion of these data.
The system supports the whole design process, so a user can design the data flow of the system, and then how they would like them to appear, and then generate it. As this process involves the exchange of numerous 'meta-files', a Wizard has been developed to aid in the design process (see Figure 7) .
Methods of augmenting the bean standard are being examined, to provide a more rich functionality. It is felt that the Fig. 7 . A number of visualization components have been developed which allow for the graphical representation of tabular data. These components include a tabular view, a linear graph view and a log view. It is possible to link these views together so that brushing can be performed; so that when a selection is made in one view, the same selection is shown in all the linked views. functionality of 'bean components' should be increased in at least two specific areas:
• Adapter meta-descriptors should be provided. This would provide a 'meta description' of the data that the bean property produces, so that the correct adapters can be used to manipulate the data and allow them to be passed to a separate bean. This would involve more then a simple 'mime-type' defined data source mechanism, and so for the system described in this paper a 'mark-up' language is being developed.
• GUI meta-descriptors should also be included, as these would allow for descriptions of rich interaction semantics (as defined by the bioWidget consortium), highlevel graphical manipulations (drag-n-drop, cut, copy and paste) and other graphical features (menubars). This information will be required to allow better interoperability of the combined beans (e.g. menubar merging, general support for cut/copy/paste). Some extensions are already available (e.g. 'Glasgow'); however, they are not sufficient to provide the missing functionality. If the bean standard is to be used by the biological community, a common format must be agreed for such meta descriptions. An important extension which will increase the usefulness of the bean standard are Enterprise Java Beans, these provide a framework through which enterprise-wide server applications can be built using component design.
The project is also developing a range of components for the biologist. At present, the numbers of beans are limited. It is expected that over time a large number of other 'BioBeans' will become publicly available from a number of sources. At present, I am developing a number of new components: advanced visualization beans will be introduced into the system (Boyle et al., 1996a,b) to complement those that have already been developed. Analysis (feature recognition, error detection) and communication (database access, URL communication, DDE) components are also important as these provide increased functionality. As transformers are able to connect to remote processes, the system will be able to use external programs for transforming the analysis of information.
It is felt that such 'intelligent' visual programming paradigms as shown in this design system could be useful to the biological community as:
1. Diverse heterogeneous sources of information are often used as the source of biological data. The use of this environment and associated transformers hides the complexities of gathering information from diverse sources. A number of transformers and beans are being developed to allow information to be retrieved in a uniform manner. Such transformers are being developed which will allow access to databases (a JDBC Bean has been developed which provides uniform connectivity to Sybase, Oracle and Access), applications (a JAVA-DDE system has been tested which allows information to be dynamically imported from and exported to both Netscape and Excel) and remote file systems (typically defined using URLs). 2. Rapid prototyping is essential in the biological sciences, as the quantity of information and associated knowledge is continually expanding. New techniques will continually be made available to biologists as both the biological sciences and computer sciences evolve. As such advances are made, new systems will have to be built and old ones redesigned and augmented. This visual programming environment and other aspects of componentry will make such redesigning and reuse easier, and so speed up the development process. 3. Computationally complex problems, such as those that arise in biology, typically require large complex programs to aid in their solution. Such large monolithic programs are difficult to build and maintain. The use of components could ease this task; however, they are not as easy to use as they should be-visual development systems can reduce the complexities of working with components. 4. Visual programming allows users to manipulate and build software applications without the need for programming knowledge. Such systems could empower users, so that they are able to customize the software they are using to meet their specific needs. Component design will aid in the development of a new generation of software tools which the biologist can alter and adapt as they wish. 5. Data flow paradigm fits well with biological analysis:
it is typically for information to flow within biological analysis. Data are analysed, manipulated and displayed in a continual cycle to gain some insights about the bio-logical system. For example, establishing some sense from a nucleotide sequence typically involves the use of a large number of techniques (e.g. filter programs, open reading frame predictions, homology searches, pattern matching) which can be visually portrayed as data flow between a number of separate components. 6. Redundancy in software development within the biological sciences occurs largely due to lack of software reuse. There exist a large number of independent programmers who are continually reimplementing existing software ('reinventing the wheel'). Even with software reuse, a large amount of effort when developing a biological analysis/visualization program involves gluing different pieces of software together. Such redundancy is wasteful, and can be alleviated by the development and general adoption of tools such as the one described here. The need for standard component software design in biological science and associated tools is obvious. Until recently, however, there was little or no choice as to how a unilateral decision could be made. The JAVA language and JAVA Bean specification now offer a mechanism for component design, which could well become the required global standard. With the components comes a need for intelligent systems, which will allow novice users to build complex applications. The design system outlined demonstrates a mechanism that can be used to enable the user to redesign applications to suit their individual requirements.
